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the autoviewer lets you view and control multiple autoviewer 1.3 serial
key remotely in windows xp, windows vista, windows 7, windows 8,

windows 10 and mac os x. the autoviewer can be used to control the on-
screen display of one or more pcs or other devices, such as an ip

camera. the autoviewer is normally used to control and view the display
of other devices on a local network, such as tvs, monitors, ip cameras,
stereo systems, dvd players, etc. the autoviewer can be used to control

and view the display of remote pcs or other devices, such as an ip
camera. de 585 grotrian steinweg grand pianoforte and stool. serial

number: 45805. this piano was made in germany in 1930. we were very
excited to find this piano. they are extremely rare in south africa,

especially of this vintage.the piano is fitted with a walnut casing, with
lovely classic details - such as the mouldings on the top panel and

queen anne legs.restoration will include re-polishing of the casework to
a high gloss black finish (february 2020). the piano shows very little

wear, so no parts should need replacement, but only service. the piano
is 149 cm in width. de 934 grtrian steinweg grand pianoforte and stool.

serial number 62470. this piano was built in braunsweig, germany in
1932. it is a model 140, meaning a length of 140 cm. we rarely see

these types of pianos and have been fortunate to obtain this one. this is
a gem of a true baby grand piano - this is consequently one of the

smallest grand pianos available, highly sought after as small grands of
high quality are very rare. the major advantage of a grand piano for
serious pianists is the touch, general feel and response of the action.

the problem with small grands is that they lack tone, but the really high-
quality ones can be an exception. the advantage of the quality make

really speaks for itself, this piano having a wonderful clear tone usually
lacking in miniature grands. this piano thus supports both good tone as
well as a wonderful touch in such a compact grand. grotrian steinweg is

one of the most revered piano builders in the world and are still
producing small numbers of hand-built instruments. this piano is a true

example of the manufacturer's art and reputation. this one was re-
polished in high gloss black (2018). it has new hammers, but retains its
original ivory keys and all internals - such as the sound board structure,

strings and so on. this is something special! the piano is 149 cm in
width. 5ec8ef588b
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